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A restaurant offering traditional Kyoto cuisine in a corner of
Maruyama Park has been in the same family for fourteen generations

The Difficulty of Preserving a
Taste Unchanged in 300 Years
Imobo Hiranoya Honke, Kyoto

Founder Gondayu Hirano worked for the imperial court
from the Genroku (1688-1704) to Kyoho (1716-1736) eras. The skills and
taste that he perfected in his restaurant, Imobo, have been handed
down through the family by word of mouth ever since. We asked the
current 14th generation proprietress, Akemi Kitamura, about these
secrets.
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loved this flavor. For example, novelist
Eiji Yoshikawa famously wrote: “A taste
that has been handed down for a
hundred years, tastes of one hundred

protein in the city of Kyoto, and was

How does the same taste get handed
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The current proprietress, Ms. Kitamura,
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error, in the creation of the dish imobo.
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